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Achieve more.

Through using Machine Learning combined 

with Non-linear Optimisation algorithms, 
Adapt IT’s technology can sift through 
millions of network subscribers daily, 
accurately predicting if and when they should 
be migrated in order to minimise the MVNO’s 

monthly carrier cost.

Analytics & APN-as-a-Service
Be in control without being controlled
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Achieve more.

ANALYTICS AS-A-SERVICE 
KEY FEATURES

continue reading...
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A cost-saving technology which intelligently predicts if, and  
when subscribers should be migrated to different carrier 
cost plans.  
 
Machine learning algorithms are used to “learn”  
subscriber behaviour, so monthly cost projections can be 
combined with a non-linear cost analysis, and optimization 
algorithm.  
 
The most cost-effective plan selections for all network 
subscribers can then be identified as soon as they become 
relevant, rather than only at the end of each billing cycle. 
 
The “what if” tariff engine helps MVNOs with automatic 
configuration of subscribers into the most profitable MNO 
packages to reduce monthly reoccurring costs.

MNO Invoice Reconciliation 

• Automated invoice reconciliation helps the MVNO  
 correlate actual usage to the MNO’s invoice to  
 validate and ensure accurate billing
• Having the readily available usage profile data, 
 assists the MVNO in the event of an invoice dispute
• Tailored support for invoice reconciliation, with  
 MNOs assisting MVNOs to become more profitable

Customer Segment Analysis
• Most valuable customers
• Least valuable customers
• Customer most likely to respond favorably to new  
 products or campaigns
• Customer most likely to become dormant or churn
• All KPIs, analysis and dashboards via customer 
 segments. e.g. revenue, activity and device analysis  
 is segmented per customer segment
• Segmentation parameters which are flexible  
 and configurable
• Micro segmentation
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Realtime Alerts based on Configured Events 

• Sudden subscriber behavior change leading to costly  
 usage spike
• Safeguard the MVNO against usage abuse

Interconnect and Roaming Reporting 

• Detail analysis of roaming usage and interconnect,  
 places the MVNO in a position of power when it  
 comes to negotiating internetwork agreements
• Validation of roaming and interconnect spend forms  
 an integral part of revenue assurance

Subscriber growth and trend reports 

• Seasonal growth of new subscribers, the duration  
 they’re active, and comparissons between subscribers  
 on a longer tenure
• A detailed daily analysis keeps track of MVNO  
 subscriber behaviour and together with segmentation 
 helps the MVNO drive smarter marketing campaigns

Inactivity and churn watch models 

• Drive customer retention by using advanced machine  
 learning algorithms to predict which custmers are  
 more likely to churn
• Integrate historical trends to identify which ubsrcibers  
 to target for retention campaigns

Customized KPI and executive dashboards 

• An accessible data model that supports ad hoc,  
 and self-serve data analysis and makes data science  
 possible
• A consolidated view of ALL KPIs 
• Fully automated, audited, and secure ETL
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Local Number Portability and Data Enrichment as part 
of the ETL Process 

• Fully automated data enrichment and integration 
 of different sources streamlines the analysis, and 
 reporting process

Device Analysis
• Revenue, subscriber performance, segmentation 
 and other analytics takes the subscriber device into  
 consideration
• Determines what products are more likely to engage  
 subscribers with a faster connectivity smartphone vs  
 a tablet
• In-depth analysis of all network event records,  
 including all traffic types, and technologies  
 (Voice, Data, Text, WiFi, VOIP or other available types) 
 in one central source
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With a combination of mobile data consumption at an all-time 
high, and organizations deploying millions of mobile devices 
to employees - data management and cost is becoming more 
critically to business success. Our solution empowers the MNO 
and MVNO Corporate Customer with the right tools to manage 
their mobile data ecosystem, empowering them to take control 
of their spend and customize their data needs.

APN-AS-A-SERVICE 
KEY FEATURES

Mobile Data Quota Management 

• Manage your wholesale data usage and allocation   
 across organizational structures, users and  
 departments
• Sell wholesale data usage offerings to enterprise  
 customers, with the same usage and allocation  
 abilities
• Complete support for multi-tenancy features,  
 including seamless provisioning for enterprise  
 customers, and management of unique tailor-made 
 offers
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Enhanced Security 

• Dedicated firewalls through the v.Services ecosystem
• Secure VPNs and other cloud-hosted services
• Secure SMS/SIM and One Time Password encryption  
 for customers
• Geo-lock specific devices
• SIM card lock to specific device
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Enhanced Packet Core Services 

• On-demand Static IP pool management NFV  
 and customized VRFs for usage control - provides  
 increased agility, and faster response to customers  
 demand for data and bandwidth
• Content / URL inspection services
• Traffic shaping
• Enhanced Deep Mobile Packet Core integration  
 through DIAMETER which extends the service  
 offering into enterprise, and the Internet of Things 
 markets
• Extended offering capability through deeper  
 operator network integration
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APN-as-a-Service
Data Connectivity Management  
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Additional Products & Revenue Streams - Increase TELCO 
revenue streams through additional products and maximize 
Corporate Client retention.

Control - Single point of management, reporting and billing for 
mobile data users across multiple network operators, or serve 
multiple customer APNs within a single network operator.

Visibility - Complete control of mobile spend through near  
real-time monitoring and customized business rules.

Risk Management – Surprise bills  and Out of Bundle exposure 
is reduced with complete control over data allocations.

Security - Dedicated IP Pools and routing, ensures devices are 
contained to predefined access rules.

Data Only Enterprise & IoT MVNO 

The platform provides Mobile Cloud Data Management, 
ideal for wholesale and service provider revenue models.

Enables MVNOs and Service Providers to allocate and 
manage their mobile data quota to multiple enterprises  
and SMEs.

Enterprise customers can distribute and manage their 
allocations based on their own specific requirements.

Allocate and Manage wholesale data quota for specific data 
markets and industries.

Cloud Connectivity Management Platform via our  
APN-as-a-Service solution.



HOW IT WORKS REFERENCE CASE
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Data Connectivity Management enables Operators /  
Service Providers to offer and monetize data management 
services - without complex setups, configuration or integration 
into the primary network.

WEB Portal

API Intergration

Define Customer Sites

Define Bundles

Define Quotas

Set up Reporting  

and Notifications 

v.Services CDMP

MVNO Enablement

IoT Enablement

Enterprize Mobility 

•  Authentication

• Static/ Dynamic IP Allocation

• Quota Allocation

• Quota Updates

• Quota TopUp

• Locking/ Unlocking

• CDR Generation

• Security Policies

• Intergration to other network 

  services

Intergration:

Radius/ DIAMETER

Mobile 

Operator B

Mobile 

Operator A

Traffic Control

LBS Extention

VOIP Services

Mobile APP Support

Private Cloud Hybrid Cloud Public Cloud

DEPLOYMENT OPTIONS

USSD Extention

Mobile 

Operator C
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APN-as-a-Service Data Connectivity Management gives 
unprecedented visibility and control over data usage 
across a customer’s organization. It significantly reduces 
exposure to out-of-bundle data charges, simplifying 
spend management and billing.  
The platform can be customized and extended to serve 
specific customer requirements, or specific customer 
markets in both the B2C and B2B segments.
  
To demonstrate the flexibility of this solution,  
we successfully integrated the APN Solution into the 
core network layer, and deployed it across two local 
host network operators.  we integrated the APN 
product into the core network layer, This extended the 
platform via API for customers who had existing user 
management portals.
  
Service providers could then build products that 
provided flexibility, redundancy and coverage across  
2 mobile operators for customers. The service provider 
was able to allocate and manage data on both networks 
through a single platform and resell the platform using 
a SaaS model which scaled, based on subscriber count 
and data volumes. The solution serves a variety of 
customers across multiple segments, including; Retail, 
Security, IoT, Logistics and Office Automation.

Instant savings of 20% or more  
of your current data spend



This is another way that 

spend less... and ACHIEVE MORE.

Get in touch with us: 

sales.telecoms@adaptit.com 

+27 (0) 10 494 2893

20 
YEARS

IN TELECO INDUSTRY

EXPERIENCE

30 
TELCO (b2b)

CUSTOMERS AND COUNTING

SERVING

2500 
(b2c)

SUPPORT 

CORPORATE AND ENTERPRISE 

80 
MILLION

SERVING

MOBILE SUBSCRIBERS A DAY

200 
MILLION

DELIVERY 

SMS PER DAY 

 5 
BILLION

PROCESSING

TRANSACTIONS PER DAY

15 BILLION 
CDR

PROCESSING

CALL DATA RECORDS PER DAY 

We adapt and connect:

PROBLEMS WITH SOLUTIONS
YOUR IDEAS WITH REALITY
PEOPLE THROUGH TECHNOLOGY

Achieve more.

We create ADVANCED TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS THAT UNDERSTAND, 
ENHANCE AND ANTICIPATE YOUR BUSINESS 
NEEDS

telecoms.adaptit.tech


